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1. PI Name and Contact Details  

PI: Dr Frances Thirlway, Anthropology Department 

2. Research Team 

PI is postdoc ECR. No other researchers involved 

3. Summary of Research Undertaken 

This application was to fund a scoping visit to majorette groups in Valenciennes, 

Northern France to add a cross-national element to ongoing research on marching 

bands in North West Durham, contribute to a future fellowship application on working 

class cultures and health/resilience and make links with French colleagues and create 

publication outputs. 

 

I spent a week in June doing ethnographic research in several districts of 

Valenciennes/surrounding villages as follows: 

 

1. Anzin, the mining village which inspired ‘Germinal’ (Zola): I attended a fundraiser 

meal and performance of the Tropical Girls d’Anzin (majorettes) and the Red Devils 

d’Anzin (percussion marching band). I have continuing Facebook contact with four 

of the organisers. 

2.  Aulnoy-lez-Valenciennes: I attended a rehearsal of the Amethystes 

(majorettes/twirling baton) by way of contrast; they practise ‘twirling baton’, a more 

upmarket version of traditional majorette practices. Continuing Facebook contact 

with the 2 organisers and with a local councillor I met. 

3. Beuvrages: I visited an all-day majorette festival hosted by the New Dance de 

Beuvrages and attended by 32 troupes or 640 majorettes plus families and friends. 

Continuing Facebook contact with the 2 New Dance organisers and the organiser 

of the Melusines de Beuvrages, who also gave me a tour of the area. 

4. Marly: I was unable to meet the organiser of the Amaryllis de Marly (majorettes) 

but I am in Facebook contact with her. I visited a multi-media exhibition inspired by 

the group, on show in the College de Marly, met the College Principal and staff, 

and observed the Ville de Marly Cultural Officer doing a guided tour of the exhibition 

for a group of Year 9s from the College. I had discussions with three staff at the 

Maison de Quartier (neighbourhood centre) in the deprived Marly area of La 

Briquette. I visited the ‘poulailler citoyen’ (citizen hen-keeping project) in a Marly 

care home and put them in contact with Henpower North East.  

 



I had lengthy conversations with the Director of the Ecole de Musique de Conde-sur-

l’Escaut about the historical origins of French popular musical traditions including the 

harmonies, fanfares, batteries-fanfares and majorettes, as well as their place in 

cultural and class discourses. I attended the weekly jazz concert at Le Tandem bar in 

Valenciennes and met a number of middle-class professional and amateur jazz 

musicians, providing an interesting contrast with the working-class majorettes and 

batteries-fanfares.  

I handed out my project information sheet to all the groups I met and obtained 

permission from organisers to take photographs at majorette events. I made 

contemporaneous notes of my ethnographic observations and conversations, which 

were then typed up into a 20,000-word document which, along with 300 photographs 

and around thirty documents of various kinds, form my primary data. 

I explained to research participants that I am hoping to obtain funding for a longer 

project and to return next year. Meanwhile I have shared my photos with them via 

Facebook, as well as continuing our connection by sharing posts from my Durham to 

my Valenciennes field site and vice versa, for instance posts about local mining history 

or marching bands/majorettes. I have started a marching bands Wiki to enable the 

recording of details of current and historical bands and majorettes.out 

4. Impact 

Outputs: I am planning an initial article focusing on the way in which long-standing 

Northern French working-class cultural practices of music and performance 

(majorettes/batteries fanfares) have been translated into/reclaimed for middle-class 

practitioners through an increased emphasis on body discipline (twirling baton) and 

formal musical training/virtuosity (‘les brass bands’), referencing Bourdieu on 

distinction.  

 

Links & exchanges: I have been recommended to colleagues Cecile Vignal at the 

University of Lille (the Centre Lilleois d’Etudes et de Recherches Economiques et 

Sociologiques) and Elizabeth Anstett at the IRIS Centre for Social Science Research, 

EHESS Paris. 

5. Further Research 

Grants: I will be submitting a Wellcome Seed Award application for a project building 

on this initial work in August 2016.t point 


